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An attractive proposition for people with a 

change agenda:

Food is a highly complex system that cannot be dealt with 
effectively by the current fragmented institutional 
architecture. Therefore, the governance system should be 
made more coherent and harmonized, better integrated 
and coordinated, and more inclusive.
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Risks of top down coordinated food policies

 Narrowly linked to a specific department and jurisdiction

 Unproductive patterns in siloed administrative systems

 Lack of transparent checks and balances

 Elite capture

 Lack of revitalising power
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Optimist Realist Pessimist
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No simple solutions

“When the world we are trying to explain and 
improve, however, is not well described by a simple 
model, we must continue to improve our frameworks 
and theories so as to be able to understand 
complexity and not simply reject it”. 

Elinor Ostrom,  

Nobel Prize Winner 2009 



Smart food system governance 

arrangements? 



Principles for smart food system 

governance arrangements
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System based problem framing

 Addresses the issue of interconnected problems

 Reflect inherent political character of foodsystems

 Beyond technical problem frames and de-politicisation

 Include dissenting voices



Boundary spanning structures

 Addresses the issue of fragmented institutions

 Venues for conflict resolution, synergies, mutual gains

 Boundary drawing

 Enable/cherish clear identities

 Prevent shifting/avoiding of responsibilities 



Reflexivity and adaptability

 Addresses the issue of uncertainties and volatility 

 Animates people to improvise, generate experiments and 
uncover opportunities

 Provides room  for flexible tailor-made measures and self 
organisation



Transformative capacity

 Addresses the issue of unproductive patterns, lock-ins 
and path dependencies 

 Challenge assumptions underlying current practices

 Resources: budget, people, authority, social capital



Leadership

 Addresses the issue of meta governance

 Daring, visionary, entrepreneurial, collaborative

 Multiple leadership

 Small steps



Questions?

Katrien.termeer@wur.nl


